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ABSTRACT

Quantum mechanics imposes stringent constraints on the amplification of a quantum signal. Deterministic
amplification of an unknown quantum state always implies the addition of a minimal amount of noise.1 Linear
and noiseless amplification is allowed in principle provided that it only works probabilistically23 . Here we
present a probabilistic amplifier that combines two quantum state comparison amplifiers (SCAMP)4 together
with a feed-forward state correction strategy. Our system outperforms the unambiguous state discrimination
(USD)5 measure-and-resend based amplifier in terms of the success probability-fidelity product and requires a
no more complex experimental setting.

Keywords: quantum amplifier, state amplification, coherent states, state comparison, probabilistic amplifier,
quantum technologies, optical amplifier.

1. INTRODUCTION

The efficient amplification of weak coherent states is important for the implementation of various quantum
information processing tasks. For example, weak coherent states are used to encode information in quantum
communications protocols such as QKD678∗ and QDS1213 .

SCAMP is a mature technique that provides approximate probabilistic amplification for a known, symmetric
set of coherent states by comparing at a beam splitter the unknown input state with a guess coherent state. The
state comparison is shown in figure 1: Alice picks one state form the set at random and provides it to Bob whose
task is to amplify it. Bob does so by mixing it with the guess coherent state at the beam splitter in an attempt
to achieve destructive interference in one of the arms, monitored by a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD).14

From here on, we assume that the state space comprises two states {|+α〉, |−α〉}. Higher state spaces are
possible but represent an additional degree of complication that we do not need here. Let us also assume that
Bob chooses |β1〉 = |+ t1

r1
α〉 for his guess. If Alice’s input is |α〉 there will be destructive interference in the

detector arm, preventing it from registering an event. In this case we say that Bob’s guess was right and the
output will be given by the amplified state | αr1 〉 (see the appendix A for the detailed calculations of the coherent

amplitudes). The device gain is thus given by g2 = 1
r21

Note that the gain of the system is linked to the beam

splitter parameters. On the other hand, if Bob’s guess is incorrect (i.e. |− t1
r1
α〉) a non-zero coherent amplitude

will be incident on the detector and may or may not cause it to fire. The indication is imperfect because the lack
of counts can be be due either to the imperfect efficiency of the detector or the non-zero overlap of the coherent
state with the vacuum state, so there is still the chance that the guess was wrong. Hence, the detector not firing

Send correspondence to L.M.
L.M.: E-mail: luca.mazzarella@strath.ac.uk.
∗originally, such protocols were supposed to uses single-photons6 but since their on-demand generation is quite chal-

lenging910 , practical implementation typically use low intensity laser pluses, modeled as weak coherent states, as the
information carriers.11
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Figure 1. The state comparison amplifier. Bob attempts to achieve destructive interference in the output arm that is fed
into the detector D1.

represents an imperfect indication that Bob’s guess was right and that the output contains the amplified version
of the input state.

The output state, conditioned on the detector not firing, is thus a mixture of the correct amplified state
(when the guess is right) and the wrong amplified state (when the guess is wrong), with the relative weights of
the two states in the mixture biased towards the correct state. In summary, Bob declares success and postselects
the outcome based on no counts being recorded at the detector. The success probability is given by:

P (S) =
∑

σ={+α,−α}

P (71|β1, σ)P (σ), (1)

where P (71|β1, σ) is the probability of the detector not firing given a particular input and guess state. As |+α〉
and |−α〉 are a priori equally probable we have P (+α) = P (−α) = 1

2 . As mentioned before, SCAMP is an
approximate amplifier, i.e. it will sometimes provide the wrong answer. Usually the performance of an amplifier
is quantified via the fidelity of its output with the correct amplified state, i.e.:

F =
∑

σ={+α,−α}

P (σ)〈gσ|ρout|gσ〉. (2)

This expression is a convex combination of overlaps of the nominal amplified state with the output, conditioned
on a particular input and guess. Fidelity can also be seen as the probability of the output passing a measurement
test comparing it to the correct amplified state given success. More formally:

F = P (T |S) =
P (T, S)

P (S)
, (3)

where P (S) is the device’s success probability and P (T, S) is the joint probability of passing the measurement
test and success. The numerator can be worked out as follows:

P (T, S) =
∑

σ={+α,−α}

P (T |71, β1, σ)P (71|β1, σ)P (σ). (4)

The numerator itself is a figure of merit for the device, corresponding to the success probability-fidelity product.
It jointly quantifies the output quality and its probability.3

Note also that, if the detector fires, we know that Bob’s guess is wrong and in the case of a two state space
scenario we know precisely which was the input state. This fact suggests that we could enhance the performance
of the comparison system by adding a second comparison stage, provided that we choose the second input state
based on the outcome of the first detector. In the next section we will describe a system that implements this
feature.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the state comparison amplifier with state correction. Bob attempts to achieve destructive inter-
ference in both the output arms which are fed into the detectors. This time, if the first detector fires, he can still correct
the output by suitably changing the input state of the second comparison stage via the amplitude and phase modulator
(in this case the outcome of the second detector is disregarded).

2. SCAMP WITH FEED-FORWARD STATE CORRECTION

Let us now consider a new system comprising of two comparison stages as shown in figure 2. Again, Alice will
choose a state uniformly at random while Bob this time has to choose two input states, one for each comparison
beam splitter.

The first comparison stage is operated as before. If the first detector does not fire Bob has no reason to
believe his initial guess was wrong and will continue the amplification process by mixing the output of the first
comparison stage accordingly (i.e., with the state |β2〉 = | t2r1r2α〉 if he has chosen | t1r1α〉 at the previous stage)
and if also the second detector does not fire he takes this as an imperfect indication that his guess was right
and that the output contains the correct amplified state. If Alice’s choice was |+α〉 the output state is given by
| αr1r2 〉, henceforth the gain of the device is given by g2 = 1

r21r
2
2
. The device output given both the comparison

detectors did not fired is given by:

ρout|71,72
= p
∣∣∣ α

r1r2

〉〈 α

r1r2

∣∣∣+ (1− p)
∣∣∣2r21r22 − 1

r1r2
α
〉〈2r21r

2
2 − 1

r1r2
α
∣∣∣ with p =

P (71,72|+α)

P (71,72)
P (+α). (5)

On the other hand, if the second detector does fire Bob knows for sure that his guess was wrong in first place
and simply discards the output. Note that again the probability for both the detectors to not fire is maximised
when Bob’s guess is right.

Suppose now the first detector does fire, then Bob knows that his guess was wrong but he can still correct the
final output if the device allows him to choose the appropriate correcting input state for the second comparison
stage. More precisely, suppose Bob’s first input was |β1〉 = | t1r1α〉, if the first detector fires, Bob can correct the

output by inserting in the second beam splitter the state |γ2〉 =
∣∣∣ 1t2 (−1−r22(t21−r21)r1r2

)
α
〉

. In this case there is in

principle no need to monitor the second detector counts as Bob knows he is correct.

The success scenarios of the device can be summarised in the following table, where the events corresponding
to successful post-selection are highlighted in green:

SCAMP Success Scenario
D1 D2 Bob’s input 1st BS Bob’s input 2nd BS Output
7 7 | t1r1α〉 | t2r1r2α〉 ρout|71, 72

7 3 | t1r1α〉 | t2r1r2α〉 A

3 7 | t1r1α〉 | 1t2
(
−1−r22(t

2
1−r

2
1)

r1r2

)
α〉 | −αr1r2

〉
3 3 | t1r1α〉 | 1t2

(
−1−r22(t

2
1−r

2
1)

r1r2

)
α〉 | −αr1r2

〉
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Summing up, provided that the correction strategy can be enacted, the successful events are given by the following
set of detection outcomes:

S =
{
{D1 = 7, D2 = 7}, D1 = 3

}
. (6)

Note that the amplitude of the states |β2〉 and |γ2〉 have opposite phases and the second is larger in magnitude†.
The benefit of the state correction strategy is now apparent, it increases both the success probability and the
fidelity, compared to the single comparison stage, by including in the success scenarios an event that corresponds
to exact amplification.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Bearing in mind the mechanism by which Bob has to choose the input states at the second stage, we can now
compute the success probability for the new device. For sake of simplicity sake we will assume that the two
comparison beamsplitters identical, i.e. r1 = r2 = r, and detection efficiency η1 = η2 = η:

P (S) =P (72,71) + P (72,31) + P (32,31) (7)

=P (72,71) + P (31) (8)

=
∑

σ={+α,−α}

(P (72,71|β2, β1, σ) + P (31|β1, σ))P (σ) (9)

=
1

2

(
1 + e

−4η
(
1− 1

g2

)
α2
)

+
1

2

(
1− e−4η(1− 1

g )α2
)
. (10)

Since there is no knowledge about the input state we have that P (+α) = P (−α) = 1
2 . Furthermore we have that

P (72,71|β2, β1,+α) = 1 and P (31|β1,+α) = 0 and the rest of the probabilities are computed in appendix A.

Let us now consider the success probability-fidelity product and as before we assume that Bob’s initial guess
was |β1〉 = | t1r1α〉:

P (T, S) =P (T,72,71) + P (T,31) (11)

=
∑

σ={+α,−α}

(P (T,72,71|β2, β1, σ) + P (T,31|γ2, β1, σ))P (σ) (12)

=
∑

σ={+α,−α}

(
P (T |72,71, β2, β1, σ) + P (T |31, γ2, β1, σ)P (31|β1, σ)

)
P (σ). (13)

The probabilities of passing the measurement test for a given set of input and guess state can be readily computed
as:

P (T |72,71, β2, β1,+α) = |〈gα|gα〉|2 = 1, (14)

P (T |72,71, β2, β1,−α) = |〈g
(
1− 2/g2

)
α| − gα〉|2, (15)

P (T |31, γ2, β1,+α) = 0, (16)

P (T |31, γ2β1,−α) = 1, (17)

where P (T |31, γ2, β1,+α) = 0 is understood as the detector cannot trigger due to a correct guess. The overlap
of two coherent states, say |σ1〉 and |σ2〉 is:

|〈σ1|σ2〉|2 = e−|σ1−σ2|2 . (18)

The success probability-fidelity product is thus given by:

P (T, S) =
1

2

(
1 + P (72,71|β2, β1,−α)|〈g

(
1− 2/g2

)
α| − gα〉|2 + P (31|γ2, β1,−α)

)
(19)

=
1

2

(
1 + e

−4η
(
1− 1

g2

)
|α|2

e
−4g2

(
1− 1

g2

)2
|α|2

+ 1− e−4η(1− 1
g )|α|2

)
. (20)

†It is easy to see that γ2
β2

= 2t21

(
t22−1

t22

)
− 1 < 0 and that

∣∣∣ γ2β2 ∣∣∣− 1 = 2t21

(
1−t22
t22

)
> 0.
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Figure 3. Success probability-fidelity product as a function of the input mean photon number for various values of the
gain g2 for the SCAMP with feedforward state correction. Solid lines (dashed) correspond to a detection efficiency of 1
(0.4).

The success probability-fidelity product is plotted in figure 3. All the curves show a similar pattern: P (T, S)
at first decreases until it reaches a minimum, whose position depends on the gain and the detection efficiency,
after that it increases until it asymptotically reaches one.

This trend is due to the fact that for low input mean photon number it is very unlikely for the detectors to
trigger even when the guess is wrong, this causes P (T, S) to decrease until the probability for the first detector
to trigger become significant, thus enacting state correction. As can be appreciated, this turning point is reached
for lower mean photon number as the gain increases but it corresponds to a deeper minimum. The effect in
the success probability-fidelity product of inefficient detection does not change this behaviour but it pushes the
recovery to higher mean photon number as it decreases the probability of registering events at the detectors.

4. COMPARISON WITH UNAMBIGUOUS STATE DISCRIMINATION (USD)

The problem of amplifying an unknown coherent state can be recast as the problem of discriminating between the
coherent states in the set and subsequently outputing an amplified version of that state. The optimal probability
with which a symmetric set of coherent states, a priori equiprobable and with known mean photon number, can
be unambiguously discriminated has been computed in5 for an arbitrary state space dimension. For a two state
space, the best possible success probability is given by:

P optUSD = 1− e−2|α|
2

. (21)

Remarkably, the bound can be achieved by using equivalent experimental means to SCAMP, an experimental
realisation of it is sketched in figure,? note that feed-forward capability is also needed in this case. The unknown
quantum state is mixed at a 50:50 beam splitter with (say) the state |+α〉, depending on the input state, all
the light will go in one of the two output arms while the other will be in the vacuum state. Hence a detector
triggering will provide an unambiguous indication of what the input state was, while no detector firing will leave
Bob no wiser. The phase modulator imprint the correct phase on the output based on the detection outcomes,

the device’s gain is given by g2 = t2

r2 . Taking into account detection inefficiency the previous expression reads:

PUSD = 1− e−2η|α|
2

. (22)

We also note that, despite the fact that unambiguous discrimination can be carried out for a bigger state space,
there are no linear optical implementations achieving the optimal bound.15
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Figure 4. Schematics for the optimal USD-based amplifier for two states.
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Figure 5. Success probability-fidelity product as a function of the input mean photon number for various values of the
gain g2 for the USD plus coin-flip. Solid lines (dashed) correspond to a detection efficiency of 1 (0.4).

It is natural to compare a USD based system with the SCAMP. Being unambiguous, the fidelity of a USD
based system is always equal to one, at least in an ideal case that does not take into account unavoidable
experimental imperfections such as dark counts and interferometer misalignment.

Here we compare the success probability-fidelity product. In order to carry out a fair comparison we have
also considered a case when the USD based system is allowed, when inconclusive, to randomly flip a coin and
output an amplified state, note that when no detector registers an event this is the best strategy as Bob has not
gained any information about the input state, in this case the success probability is unity and the probability of
passing a measurement test with the amplified output is given by:

P (T )USD = PUSD + (1− PUSD)
1

2

(
1 + e−4g

2|α|2
)
. (23)

The values of the fidelity-success probability product are plotted in figure 5, the general trend is similar to the
SCAMP with feedforward state correction. For low mean photon numbers the ”not triggering” events dominate
and the output quality decreases as |α|2 increases. After a certain point, whose position depends on the gain
and detection efficiency, P (T, S) begins to recover and asymptotically it reaches one. Again, the turning point
is reached for lower mean photon number as the gain increases but it corresponds to a deeper minimum. Also
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Figure 6. Percentage advantage of the feed-forward SCAMP with respect to the USD plus coin-flip as a function of the
input mean photon number for various values of the gain g2.

in this case, the effect in the success probability-fidelity product of inefficient detection does not change this
behaviour but it pushes the recovery to higher mean photon number as it decreases the probability of registering
events at the detectors.

In figure 6 it is plotted the percentage advantage of the SCAMP with feedforward with respect to the USD
plus coin-flip, i.e.:

∆ = 100
P (T, S)− P (T )USD

P (T )USD
. (24)

In this plot we considered a detection efficient of 0.4 in order to present a real case scenario. The success
probability-fidelity product of the SCAMP with feedforward state correction is always higher (up to 10%) than
the one of the USD plus random output when inconclusive. The advantage is at least 2% for all the mean photon
number considered.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented an high rate, high gain approximate probability amplifier with state correction based on feed-
forward. The success probability-fidelity product of this device is always higher than the on of the USD plus
random output when inconclusive.

This system can be realised with classical resources (i.e., lasers, linear optics and APD detectors). Similar
systems, with no state correction, proved to achieve high-gain, high fidelity and high repetition rates16 ,17 and.18

The ability to switch between input states on the fly requires delay lines and fast switching but it can still
achieved with classical resources.

Due to its simplicity, the system we propose might represent an ideal candidate as a recovery station to
counteract quantum signal degradation due to propagation in a lossy fibre or as a quantum receiver. The system
is also suitable for on-chip implementation.

APPENDIX A. AMPLITUDE CALCULATION

Here we compute the coherent amplitudes reaching the detectors in the outputs of the first and the second
comparison beam splitters. If Bob’s guess is right, i.e. Alice has chosen |+α〉, we have that:[

t1 r1
−r1 t1

] [ t1
r1
α

α

]
=

[
α
r1
0

]
. (25)
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On the other hand if Bob’s guess was wrong, i.e. Alice has chosen |−α〉, we have that:[
t1 r1
−r1 t1

] [ t1
r1
α

−α

]
=

[
t21−r

2
1

r1
α

−2t1α

]
. (26)

We can use the Kelly-Kleiner formula19 to compute the probability of a detection outcome. Assuming a
detection efficiency of η1, we have that the probability of recording or not one event are respectively given by:

P (71|β1,+α) = e−η1|0|
2

= 1, (27)

P (71|β1,−α) = e−η1|2t1α|
2

, (28)

P (31|β1,+α) = 1− e−η1|0|
2

= 0, (29)

P (31|β1,−α) = 1− e−η1|2t1α|
2

. (30)

Let us now consider the second comparison beam splitter. If Bob’s guess is right, we have that:[
t2 r2
−r2 t2

] [ t2
r2r1

α
α
r1

]
=

[
α
r2r1
0

]
. (31)

If Bob’s guess is wrong and the first detector did not fired, we have that:[
t2 r2
−r2 t2

] [ t2
r2r1

α
t21−r

2
1

r1
α

]
=

[
1−2r21r

2
2

r1r2
α

−2t2r1α

]
. (32)

On the other hand, if the first detector fires Bob can correct the out by using as second input the state∣∣∣ 1t2 (−1−r22(t21−r21)r1r2

)
α
〉

, in fact we have that:

[
t2 r2
−r2 t2

] 1
t2

(
−1−r22(t

2
1−r

2
1)

r1r2

)
α

t21−r
2
1

r1
α

 =

[ − α
r1r2
. . .

]
. (33)

Note that in this case the output of the second beam splitter is simply disregarded. We can thus compute the
probability of the remaining events:

P (72,71|β2, β1,+α) = e−η1|0|
2

e−η2|0|
2

= 1, (34)

P (72,71|β2, β1,−α) = e−η1|2t1α|
2

e−η2|2r1t2α|
2

. (35)
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